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The Mission

“UNITE THE GLOBAL GAMING COMMUNITY”

The PvP DApp:

The Problem

Summary
The need for a universal gamer community remains unfulfilled.
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Social Features for Gamers, Creators and Communities

Discoverability and Income for Games, Guilds, Creators and Gamers

Diversified Financial Model via the PvP Marketplace and the PvP Token connecting

an ecosystem of Gamers, Games, Creators, and Advertisers.



The gamer community is fragmented across streaming platforms, messaging platforms,

game stats platforms, NFT platforms, and others. Community silos are found across

developer & publisher platforms, console platforms, and blockchain platforms. There is

currently no cross-game, cross-platform, cross-technology, social ecosystem.

Current platforms in-equitably distribute ad dollars and other revenue opportunities to

a small percentage of well known creators and influencers.

Entrenched social media market leaders (Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, etc.) are centralized

and not designed or able to deliver a premium experience or meet the needs of the

global gaming community.

A majority of gamers:
Enjoy the social experience of gaming
Play multiple games across multiple platforms.
Have evolving preferences & interests

Industry Voices
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Market Analysis
More than 95% of the gaming creator market is currently excluded and untapped

Only 9% of Gen Z wants to remain on . This generation was born into an overbearing

world of social media and “look at me” pictures hammering them from day 1. They don’t like it.

The future of online social interactions will be more closed and walled off based on interests

and value received, and must be more authentic and rewarding.

social media

What this means in reality is the probability of success for becoming a successful streamer

is about the same as becoming a famous . While this is a profitable enterprise for Twitch

and the rise of the gaming influencer has undoubtedly been massively valuable to the growth

and expansion of gaming as a whole, in a decentralized world it means that hundreds

of thousands of capable, talented, engaging creators are being left out. We’ve observed this

ourselves in real life on PvP. Watching up and comers, often with good content and engaging

personalities, struggle to build an audience.

actor

Gaming creators who have found success still find their promotional and social efforts

fragmented across 5+ social media platforms on average, and do not reap the full value of

their efforts from any of them. Because traditional platforms like Facebook, Instagram, etc.

are centralized, the big firms capture 100% of the  on the platform. Both

creators and fans put their energy into those networks, but only get a tiny piece of the pie.

Creators are now finding success in P2E gaming just like gamers.

value generated

Enter blockchain… In 2021, blockchain game revenues represented less than 1% of global game 
content & IP revenues. However, with a projected 100% CAGR between now and 2025 
( ), blockchain games could represent as much as 19% of the global market by 2025.BITKRAFT
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https://www.dazeddigital.com/science-tech/article/53653/1/dazed-studio-trend-report-2031-a-future-world
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-likelihood-of-making-a-living-streaming-on-Twitch-TV-It-seems-like-there-are-many-Twitch-streamers-with-little-to-no-viewers-and-a-handful-with-a-lot-of-viewers
https://medium.com/swlh/how-blockchain-technology-is-transforming-the-creator-economy-682e905239b6
https://www.bitkraft.vc/gaming-industry-market-size/


$173B

9% CAGR

30%
CAGR

100%
CAGR

Traditional Platforms

2021 2025 2021 2025 2021 2025

Emerging Platforms: AR/VR Emerging Platforms: Blockchain

$267B

$3.5B

$13B

$1.5B

$105B

Traditional developers & publishers are only just beginning to dip their toes into blockchain

gaming, but we believe a large migration is on the horizon. 86% of 
members surveyed believe at least some of the traditional gaming industry will leverage

blockchain within two years. Roblox, Ubisoft, and Com2Us had P2E NFT games put out in 2021,

and now both  developers are rumored to be working on free, P2E games

that could be seen as soon as 2023.  raised $5M in 2021 to build blockchain

games that appeal to mainstream gamers.

Blockchain Game Alliance


Halo and Call of Duty
Dynasty Studios

With FPS games being the most purchased and watched games in the entire world, once they

move to the blockchain on a P2E model is what we believe will trigger the migration of the

masses into P2E and blockchain gaming. This is likely 3-5 years away. But even before this

happens, what is happening today in P2E is already larger than we could have imagined

a year ago. In Q3 2021, 49% of all unique active wallets in the industry came from wallets

connected to game dapps. If that’s not enough, Axie Infinity generated more than 

 in Q3 2021, more than entire blockchains like Bitcoin and Solana, and its token, SLC,

ranks 25th in the entire world in marketcap among all cryptocurrencies..

$800M in

revenue
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https://venturebeat.com/2021/12/16/blockchain-game-association-nft-games-generated-2-32b-in-q3/
https://www.dexerto.com/gaming/nft-fps-game-coming-from-halo-cod-devs-according-to-insider-1694965/
https://venturebeat.com/2021/12/21/dynasty-studios-raises-5m-to-take-traditional-games-into-blockchain/
https://thedefiant.io/metverse-nfts-play-to-earn-games-axie/
https://thedefiant.io/metverse-nfts-play-to-earn-games-axie/


Secondary Market

The Solution

PvP Ecosystem
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We have the Brand.

PvP (Player vs. Player) is the most recognizable acronym in the gaming industry and we own

. Our domain is a moat around our business that is difficult to replicate. This brand


authenticity and 3-letter URL provides many SEO Advantages and continues to increase in value.
pvp.com

We have the Product.

We have the Community.

We have the building blocks for the Economy.

The Creator Economy

The Gamer Economy

http://www.pvp.com


The Developer & Publisher Economy

The Advertiser Economy

68% of gamers say they like this ad format (TechCrunch)

Gamers that watch rewarded video ads are 6 times more likely to complete in-app 
purchases (ironSource)

32% of gamers find rewarded video ads useful, 27% find them interesting, and 12% think they 
are enjoyable (Facebook Audience Network)

Opt-in ads are perceived as the least disruptive out of all ad formats – only 24% of gamers 
find them disruptive (Facebook Audience Network)

53% of gamers say they are engaged longer because they got rewards from ads (Facebook 
Audience Network)

76% of US mobile gamers prefer opt-in rewarded video ads over interstitial ads

The advertisers perspective, rewarded ads come with high viewability and CTRs. The main goal is

that the gamer watches through the whole ad and advertisers only have to pay when that .happens
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https://www.blog.udonis.co/mobile-marketing/mobile-games/rewarded-video-ads


We are launching the Marketplace.

Gaming creators have a venue to sell their original content (digital or physical)

Gamers have a community marketplace that supports the cross-platform buying, selling, 
and trading of NFT’s and physical products.

Developers & Publishers have an opportunity to earn revenue on secondary market sales.

Advertisers have an opportunity to promote their products in addition to or in place of

products in the marketplace

Token Supply & Tokenomics
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Token Supply at Genesis



$0.012

$0.035

$0.050

Token Sale Price

Seed

Private

Listing

TGE Summary

% Tokens Sold

Opening Mcap

FDV

Total Token Supply $1,000,000,000

$50,000,000

$896,944

13.20%

PvP Cumulative Supply Over Time

Token Distribution After 4 Years

Segment Initial Unlock Token Release

Seed & Private

Listing

Staking Rewards

Usage Incentives

Team

Strategic Reserve

Airdrop

Community Pool

0%

0%

0%

0%

5%

4%

0%

20%

36 month vesting, 1 year lock and cliff,linear 24 month release

20% unlocked on listing, linear 4 month release

36 month linear release

3 month lock, linear 36 month release

5% TGE unlock, 24 month strategic release

4% TGE unlock. 24 month linear release

3 month lock, linear 36 month release

36 month vesting, 1 year lock,linear 24 month release
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Content Creators

One Ecosystem for Creators

Tools available on PvP to support Creators include:

 Video content production distribution, content discussion tools, and NFT minting

 Follower seeding & recommendations

 Incentives to bring followers to the platform

 Revenue sharing in product promotion

Monetization Model for Creators:

Revenue share on:
 Promoted products that result in sales
 Advertising during broadcasts

Revenue from:
 User subscriptions to digital content and media
 Direct sales of NFT’s and other digital content
 Direct sales of physical content (e.g. clothing, prints, and other merchandise)

 Incentivising followers and squads to stake their tokens

 Achieving high ranks in the staking leaderboards
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Gamers

Some sample gamer persona’s capitalizing on the marketplace:

The Arms Dealer
Earns tokens selling in-game assets

The eBay Gamer
 Earns tokens auctioning their collectibles to the highest bidder
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The Investor
Earns tokens and unlocks functionality staking their tokens
Earns tokens through staking squad leaderboard rankings

The Competitor
Spends tokens buying entry tickets to prize-pool tournaments
Earns tokens winning tournaments and competing challenges

The Entertainer
Earns tokens through tips and receiving awards such as “Clip of the Week” for best game highlight

The Loan Shark
Earns tokens renting out their in-game assets

The All-In Gamer
Spends tokens to load up on new game assets
Swaps PvP tokens for other game tokens and stakes them

The Art Collector
Spends tokens on custom NFT’s from gaming content creator

The Art Commissioner
Spends tokens commissioning custom NFT’s for their game highlights or custom

 branding from content creators

Earns tokens through incentivized social in-app engagement and referrals
Earns tokens through opt-in ad viewing
Earns tokens through daily, weekly, monthly prizes
Spends tokens unlocking in-app features and functionality

Developers & Publishers

Cross Platform Economics for Developers & Publishers

Everyone
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Developers & Publishers receive:







Community pages that can be grown and monetized through revenue 
share on advertising and subscription
Access to quests that unlock PvP Tokens that can be used in platform for 
advertising and promotion
Revenue share from the secondary market NFT sales.

s

Advertisers

Marketplace

Features

Buy / Sell / Rent / Auction digital game assets
While there are several competitors offering a marketplace for digital game assets, none

 have a brand or social community and most importantly none offer support for both

 blockchain and non-blockchain games or has an appropriate platform for the massive

 gaming content creator market.

Buy / Sell other physical and digital gaming merchandise and services
Gaming transcends platforms, physical presence, age groups, and artistic style. We

 believethat a robust and long-lived gaming marketplace must cater not just to one type of

 game, game platform, or group of people but to all who share an interest and passion

 in game related merchandise of all varieties that include digital and physical products and

 services. As an example, within the PvP community today we have content creators

 offering their services to create compelling unique content for gamers tailored to their

 interests and in-game experiences.
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Buy / Sell PvP tokens
Buy tokens for extended in-app functionality. Sell your tokens when you need to pull them

 out.

Buy / Sell / Exchange PvP gift cards
Our non-gamer friends and family seldom “get it” when it comes to what’s hot, what’s new,

or even which platforms we’re currently spending our time on. It’s not their fault. New

games and products are constantly entering the marketplace and our own interests

continue to evolve. We’ll make it simple with the offering a PvP card which can be

redeemed in the PvP Marketplace for the on-chain or off-chain digital or physical gaming

products that the gamer desires.

Revenue Generation

Revenue SourceCategory

P2P Marketplace Transactions
(NFT's & Secondary Market)

B2C Marketplace Sales
(3rd Party Games & Products)

Revenue
Share

Transaction
Fees

In-App Feature
Unlock

Gamer A sells certified NFT game asset to Gamer B

Publisher or Developer makes a game or presale
available for purchase.

D2C Marketplace Sales
(Creator Products)

Creator Subscriptions

Creator A promotes their NFT's or physical
products and puts them up for sale.

Gamer A subscribes to Creator B for enhanced
access to content.

View to Earn Advertising

Feature Activation

Gamer B opts-in to view a 30 second video
advertisement and earns a share of the
advertising revenue.

Gamer A unlocks enhanced Squad management.
Creator B promotes their content within the 
community.
Gamer C unlocks custom profile designs.

Use Cases
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Governance

Background & Current Traction

We have established a positive, non-toxic, self-governing gamer community guided by our

published community guidelines .HERE

Technology Considerations

Wallet Integration
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https://www.pvp.com/p/community-guidelines


Advertising

Onboarding & Network Effects
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Rewards

Activities
Engagement
Staking
Purchases
Sales

Rewards
Bonus Rewards
Bonus Rewards

Bonus Rewards
Bonus Rewards & Revenue Share



Gamers

Referrals, Content, 
Quests, Tournaments

Invest Rewards

Creator
Subscriptions
Marketplace
Offerings

Ad Viewing
Game Assets

Community 
Engagement &

Growth, Content 
Creation

Invest Revenue

Advertising
Marketplace
Offerings
Game Keys

Community 
Purchases, 
Subscriptions, 
Marketplace 
Offerings

Community 
Engagement & 
Growth, Content 
Creation

Invest Secondary
Market Revenue

Advertising
Creator Services

Digital Assets, 
Merchandise, 

Pre-Orders, 
Subscriptions

Community

Engagement

Invest Promotional 
Credits & Revenue

Advertising
Creator Services

Marketplace Sales

Engagement

Staking

Purchases

Sales

Creators
Developers &

Publishers Advertisers
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Tier Structure



SummaryTier

Non Participating

Partner

0

1

None

Earn

A passive entity in the ecosystem such as an inactive user
or a publisher whose products are being traded without
any rev share agreement.  Users will be aware of the higher
prices and lower commissions relevant to them for staying
in this tier.

The starting point for most gamers and creators. This tier
is intended to be fairly easy to achieve and only requires
slightly more effort to advance beyond.  This is the first
opportunity to earn PvP tokens based on your level of
engagement.

Goal Description

Member

Bronze

2

3

Stake

Spend

While increasing your level of engagement will 
qualify you to advance to this tier, it is easier to 
reach this tier by staking the tokens earned from 
the previous tier

Improved rewards and revenue sharing present 
incentives to creators, gamers, developers and 
publishers, and advertisers to increase their level of 
activity publishing new content and trading in the 
marketplace.

Silver4 Influence

Preferred rewards and revenue sharing combined with

preferred access to special events (pre-launch game 
keys, tournaments, promoted live streams, etc) elevate 
these actors to recognized influencer status.

Gold4 Influence Highest level of rewards and revenue sharing along 
with zero net transaction fees.

Level Up
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PvP Rewards
The number of tokens available to earn, including promotional credits, increase with each tier
Net transaction fees for purchases continue to decline with each higher tier

 Revenue Sharing
 Participants retain a higher percentage of their sales with each higher tier

Access to Special Events
While everyone has an opportunity to access special events, those chances improve with 
each higher tier. Examples:

 Pre-Release Game Keys from Developers & Publisher
 Sponsored Tournament
 Marketplace Product Placemen
 One-Off Promotional Opportunities

Additional Comments and Strategy on Network Effects & Onboarding:

Referrals

Industry Partners

Profile Seeding & Air Drop
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Partnerships

Existing Community

Competitive Landscape

How PvP Compares to other Blockchain Gaming & Social Media Projects.

Developer/
Publisher &
Creator
Community

PvP

Creator
Monetization &
Incentives

Thetan
Arena

Rainmaker Gameswap

Game
Marketplace

Gaming
MarketplacesAdvertising

Veracity GameStop

Gaming
Community

Digital
Marketplace

Audio, Video, &
Broadcasting

Game
Discovery

Build Guilds &
Teams and Find
Players

Social
Community

Developer &
Publisher
Incentives
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The Team

Executives

Phil Stover - Co-founder & CEO 

www.philstover.com

Chris Gray - Co-founder & CTO

Stephanie Nijssen - Chief Marketing Officer

Marcella de Bie - Broadcasting
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http://philstover.com/


Bartosz Hejman - Lead Developer

Advisory Board & Key Investors

Michael Vorhaus - CEO, Vorhaus Advisor

Farrukh Shaikh - Co-founder, Gather.Network.

Ben Lakoff - Co-founder, Charged Particles
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Zamin Jaleel - Head of Business Development



AJ Glassberg - Founder and CEO at Novele

Yo Sub Kwon - Entrepreneur & Investor

Michael Chua - CFO, Arrowiz Entertainment

Jimi Gecelter - CEO, ZenGaming

Erik Huberman - CEO, Hawke Media

Dan Offner - Attorney at O&A P.C.
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Summary

Toxicity in gaming just isn’t cool anymore.

Silos can be united. 

Content Creators. 
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Gamers.

Blockchain and an incentive based, decentralized economy give us the ability to create

an authentic and rewarding social gaming experience not possible previously.

From off-chain to on-chain, then together. 

Bring it on-chain, delivering an even better and rewarding experience.

Beat the migration of traditional gaming into blockchain.

Pull the enthusiastic participants of traditional gaming, who through our simple 

presentation, will become adopters much sooner than they otherwise would have. 
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